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Although various groups have studied the phosphorylation mechanism of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase
(IRK), an unanimous picture has not yet emerged. In this work, we performed a computational study to gain
further insights. We first built a structural model of the reactant complex with the guide of several crystal
structures and previous computational studies of the cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase. We then optimized
the structure by performing geometry optimization using a quantum mechanical model containing nearly 300
atoms. A reaction path was then traced between the reactant and the product by using a multiple coordinate-
driven method. The calculations mapped out a sequence of structural changes depicting the conversion of the
reactant to the product. Analysis of the structural changes revealed the formation of a dissociative transition
state and the involvement of a proton transfer from the hydroxyl group of the tyrosyl residue of the peptide
substrate to a conserved aspartate in the active site of the enzyme. The proton transfer began well before the
transition state was reached and finished only shortly before the product was completely formed. In addition,
the formation of a hydrogen bonding network among Arg1136, Asp1132, the γ-phosphate of ATP, and the
tyrosine residue of the substrate appeared to hold the latter two in a near-attack position for reaction. The
model estimated a reaction barrier of 14 kcal/mol, semiquantitatively in accord with experiment.

I. Introduction

Protein phosphorylation plays an important role in signal
transduction and cellular regulation.1-3 Although it is well-
known that protein kinases catalyze these reactions, much work
remains to understand the complex reaction mechanisms in
atomic detail. The whole process includes substrate recognition,
phosphoryl transfer, and product release. Large conformational
change beyond the catalytic core could also play a role. In the
chemical step, protein kinases catalyze the transfer of the
γ-phosphate of ATP to the hydroxyl group of serine, threonine,
or tyrosine of the targeted protein substrates. Their extraordinary
catalytic power can reach 109 to 1011 times the uncatalyzed
reactions.3,4

Tyrosine kinases, with 90 members, form one large subgroup
of protein kinases in humans5 and play important roles in
physiological and pathophysiological processes.6 Because the
insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (IRK) influences cellular
metabolism and growth and its defect can lead to insulin
resistance and other diseases, it is among one of the most studied
tyrosine kinases in humans. As many other protein kinases, the
catalytic domain of IRK contains about 300 residues, forming
a small N-terminal lobe and a larger C-terminal lobe. The
N-terminal lobe consists of a five-stranded � sheet and a single
R helix, while the C-terminal lobe is largely helical.7 A flex-
ible hinge region, spanning several residues in length, connects
the N- and C-terminal lobes and facilitates relative domain
movement. Between the two lobes sits the binding site for ATP,
which serves as the phosphate source for the substrate.

Different protein kinases have different substrate specificities.
Many currently known substrates of IRK contain the consensus
sequence YMXM.8 The basal form of IRK has low kinase

activity. Structural study suggests that the basal form is
autoinhibited by the activation loop (A-loop), which transverses
the N- and C-terminal lobes and blocks the binding sites,
preventing ATP and the substrate from interacting with the
enzyme.9 Upon binding of insulin to the extracellular R do-
main, three tyrosine residuessY1158, Y1162, and Y1163sare
phosphorylated,10,11 causing the A-loop to open up and the
binding sites for ATP and the substrate to be exposed.

The crystal structure of triphosphorylated IRK (PDB code
1IR3)12 showed that the ATP analogue AMP-PNP, two Mg2+

ions, the tyrosine in the substrate, and important catalytic
residues are well ordered (see Figure 1). The amide nitro-
gen of the conserved Ser1006 on the glycine-rich loop
[RELG1003QG1005SFG1008MV] forms a hydrogen bond with an
oxygen on the �-phosphate of AMP-PNP. In addition, the
conserved Lys1030 hydrogen bonds to an oxygen on the
R-phosphate. These interactions between the phosphate groups
and IRK are less extensive than those observed in the cAMP-
dependent protein kinase (cAPK).12,13 The Mg2+ ion (Mg1) that
chelates the γ- and �-phosphate groups is hexagonally coordi-
nated. Unlike some other protein kinases, the second Mg2+ ion
(Mg2) does not form as many direct interactions with ATP; it
is coordinated to the ATP analogue only through an oxygen on
the �-phosphate. Instead, several water molecules and an
aspartate provide the other ligands for this metal ion. Asp1150
of the DFG motif and Asn1137 are two important conserved
residues anchoring the two Mg2+ ions. The substrate sits further
away from the N-terminal lobe in comparison to the serine/
threonine protein kinase cAPK, which is not surprising because
the side chain of tyrosine is larger than that of serine or
threonine.12,13 The Asp at position P-1 of the substrate interacts
with Lys1085 of the D helix indirectly via a structural water.
On the other hand, residues (P+1) to (P+3) of the peptide
substrate form a short �-strand that pairs up with �11 at the
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end of the A-loop in an antiparallel fashion. The hydroxyl group
on the tyrosine [Tyr(P)] of the peptide substrate forms a
hydrogen bond with Asp1132, which might act as a catalytic
base for the phosphorylation reaction. Arg1136, which forms
hydrogen bonds with Asp1132 and the Tyr(P) in the crystal
structure, might also play an important role in catalysis by
holding the reactive groups together. Although this crystal
structure has generated useful insights into how the enzyme
might position ATP and the peptide substrate to promote
catalysis, the replacement of the bridging oxygen between the
γ- and �-phosphate groups by a nitrogen in AMP-PNP might
not realistically reflect how ATP actually binds in the active
site.12 Therefore, in using this structure to build our computa-
tional model, as shown below, we also examined the crystal
structures of several related tyrosine kinases and the results from
previous calculations on cAPK.

Several kinetic studies investigated the mechanism of phos-
phorylation catalyzed by IRK and reached different conclu-
sions.14-17 Graves et al. favored a reaction mechanism in which
the hydroxyl group of the tyrosine in the substrate was
deprotonated before the formation of the transition state (TS).14,15

The transition state was associative in which the entering and
leaving groups were tightly bonded to the γ-phosphate. On the
other hand, Ablooglu et al. suggested that the hydroxyl group
only deprotonated after the formation of the TS, which was
dissociative in nature.16 They also estimated the free energy
barrier for the forward reaction to be 15.4 kcal/mol. (Note that
their peptide substrate, pY-IRS939, contained an Asn instead
of an Asp at the (P-1) position, i.e., differed from the peptide
substrate used in determining the crystal structure: PDB entry
1IR3.)

On the other hand, the theoretical study on the phosphory-
lation mechanism of IRK lags behind experimental work,
although it can, in principle, provide detailed atomistic insights
not easily obtainable from experiment. Although one theoretical
study has appeared, the calculations were performed only with
a small active-site model containing two phosphate groups to
mimic ATP and a phenol group to represent the tyrosine residue
of the peptide substrate.18 The rest of the protein environment
was simply modeled by using a dielectric constant of 4 in the
calculations. The authors proposed a four-step mechanism
consisting of ATP protonation, shifting of a proton from the
nonbridging oxygen on the γ-phosphate to the bridging oxygen
between the �- and γ-phosphates of ATP, detachment of the
γ-phosphate from ATP, and the attachment of this phosphate
group to Tyr(P). This mechanism differed from the experimental
proposals of Ablooglu et al.17 and Graves et al.15

In this work, we performed calculations by building a much
larger active-site model containing nearly 300 atoms. We also
used larger basis sets: 6-31G* and 6-31+G* instead of 3-21G*
in the earlier work.18 We made these calculations practical by
using a two-layered ONIOM model19-26 in which we described
only the most important region by ab initio density functional
theory (DFT)27 with the rest by a cheaper semiempirical PM3
model. Although QM/MM methods are also commonly used
to study large biomolecular systems, the B3LYP/PM3 approach
provides a useful alternative. For example, Cui et al. recently
chose such an approach because it described charge-transfer and
nonadditive many-body effects that molecular mechanics could
not.28 Moreover, the ONIOM B3LYP/PM3 approach has been
successfully applied to study other enzymatic reactions. For
example, Sklenak et al. applied this approach to study the
catalytic mechanism of yeast cytosine deaminase.29 Pawlak et
al., on the other hand, used this method to study enoyl-CoA
hydratase.30

Figure 1. A model derived from the X-ray structure of the active site
of the insulin receptor protein kinase (pdb code 1IR3). The phosphate
arm of AMP-PNP was aligned with that of ATP in cyclic AMP-
dependent protein kinase (PDB code 1L3R). Selected hydrogen bonds
and bonds to Mg2+ ions are shown in dotted black lines. Also see the
X-ray data column in Table 1 for additional geometrical features.
Carbon atoms are colored silver, nitrogen atoms blue, oxygen atoms
red, phosphorus atoms yellow, and magnesium atoms purple. The
glycine-rich loop, the catalytic loop, and the substrate backbone are
colored magenta, orange, and green, respectively.

TABLE 1: Distances (Å), from Experimental and
Computational Structures, Characterizing Important
Interactions in the Reactant, the Product, and the
Transition State

theoretical computations

distance reactant transition state product X-ray data 1IR3

O�γ-Pγ 1.82 2.41 3.10 n/a
Pγ-OTyr(P) 3.27 2.32 1.80 5.08
O-HTyr(P) 1.01 1.28 1.72 n/a
D1132-HTyr(P) 1.60 1.17 1.00 n/a
D1132-OTyr(P) 2.60 2.44 2.71 2.65

R1136-Oγ2 2.54 2.86 2.82 3.91
R1136-OTyr(P) 4.20 3.98 4.01 3.08
R1136-D1132 2.88 2.87 2.98 2.87
K1030-OR1 2.82 2.53 2.53 2.83
1006N-O�2 2.70 2.85 2.79 2.89

Mg1-Oγ1 2.07 2.14 2.18 5.11
Mg1-O�1 2.11 2.01 2.00 2.50
Mg1-D1150-1 2.27 2.34 2.43 2.61
Mg1-D1150-2 2.22 2.25 2.25 2.44
Mg1-w1 2.19 2.20 2.21 2.31
Mg1-w2 2.07 2.09 2.11 n/a

Mg2-O γ2 1.99 2.05 2.09 n/a
Mg2-O�γ 2.25 2.04 2.01 n/a
Mg2-D1150-2 2.03 2.04 2.05 2.05
Mg2-N1137 2.08 2.10 2.16 2.17
Mg2-w3 2.10 2.09 2.14 n/a
Mg2-w4 2.22 2.24 2.28 2.04
OR2-w3 2.54 2.54 2.55 2.71
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The crystal structures of several tyrosine kinases in addition
to the one for IRK (PDB code 1IR3) were used, along with
results from previous calculations of cAPK, to guide the
construction of an initial reactant model. In addition, by using
an efficient multiple coordinate-driven method (MCD),31 we
searched for a near optimal reaction path with fewer human
biases. Among several possible mechanisms proposed above,
our calculations were most consistent with the dissociative
mechanism proposed by Ablooglu et al.17 Our calculations also
provided atomistic detail not directly obtainable from experi-
ment. We found the reaction mechanism to involve a proton
transfer from the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P) to the conserved
ASP1132 in the active site, but the proton transfer occurred in
concert with the phosphoryl transfer rather than happening
before or after the transition state. In addition, the calculations
suggested that Arg1136 formed a hydrogen bonding network
with several residues in the active site, helping to position the
γ-phosphate of ATP to react with Tyr(P).32 Although the
calculational model employed various approximations, it pro-
duced an activation barrier not far from the experimental value
by Ablooglu et a..17

II. Construction of the Structural Model of the Active Site

The lack of a reliable structure of the ternary complex of
IRK, in which the γ-phosphate of ATP and the hydroxyl group
of Tyr(P) are in near-attack position,32 has posed difficulty for
the theoretical study of the reaction mechanism of the enzyme.
Nevertheless, the crystal structure of IRK (pdb code 1IR3) in
complex with a nonhydrozable ATP analogue, AMP-PNP, and
a peptide substrate determined at 1.9 Å provides a reasonable
starting point for building a structural model to begin compu-
tational study. The main drawback of this structure is that AMP-
PNP is only an analogue of ATP and might not mimic ATP
well. Fortunately, one can gain some insights by also examining
the crystal structures of similar enzymes. By comparing the
structure of IRK (pdb code 1IR3) with that of cAPK (pdb codes
1L3R and 1ATP), we found that the γ-phosphate of AMP-PNP
was not aligned in a near-attack position with the hydroxyl group
of the to-be-phosphorylated tyrosine residue of the substrate.
On the other hand, by comparing the active sites of three tyrosine
kinases, IRK (pdb code 1IR3),12 insulin-like growth factor 1
receptor (pdb code 1K3A),33 and epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR, pdb code 2GS6),34 containing different transi-
tion-state analogues, we found that although the γ-phosphate
could adopt somewhat different orientations in these complexes,
the rest of the active-site residues had a similar structure; the
rmsd deviation of the four catalytic residuessR1136, N1137,
D1132, and D1150sbetween IRK and those of the other two
tyrosine kinases amounted to only 0.7 Å. Moreover, the crystal
structure of a binary complex of IRK with a tetrafluorotyrosyl
peptide substrate and that of the ternary complex of IRK in
PDB entry 1IR3 shows similar positioning of Tyr(P) and key
residues in its immediate neighborhood.16 Therefore, it is
reasonable to build a better reacting structure of IRK by simply
repositioning the γ-phosphate according to other suitable crystal
structures but keeping everything else the same as in PDB entry
1IR3.

To suitably reposition the γ-phosphate, we started from two
structural models constructed in Henkelman et al.’s earlier ab
initio DFT study of the cAPK-catalyzed phosphoryl transfer
reaction.35 They constructed these models based on two crystal
structures of cAPK from PDB entries 1ATP and 1L3R. The
model started from 1ATP gave significantly overestimated
activation barrier whereas the latter gave a lower activation

barrier in line with experiment. By comparing the cAPK
structures in Henkelman et al.’s work with the IRK crystal
structure (PDB code 1IR3) containing the ATP mimic AMP-
PNP, the γ-phosphate of the latter structure was clearly not
aligned well for attacking Tyr(P). Therefore, we realigned the
phosphate arm of ATP in our model to match those of
Henkelman et al.’s two starting structures. It turned out that
AMP-PNP in the crystal structure aligned better with the ATP
in the structure derived from 1L3R of cAPK. The R- and
�-phosphate atoms deviated by only 0.52 and 0.61 Å, respec-
tively, between the two structures (see Figure 1). The only major
difference occurred in the γ-phosphate, with its phosphorus atom
differing by 2.17 Å between the two structures. We therefore
replaced the coordinates of the triphosphate in the crystal
structure of IRK by those from Henkelman et al.’s structure
deriving from 1L3R. The phosphate arm of ATP was now well
positioned to react with the hydroxyl group of the tyrosine in
the peptide substrate. The ATP-substrate alignment angle,
O�,γ-Pγ-OTyr(P), was 169.47° and the distance between Pγ and
OTyr(P) measured 3.93 Å. In this reaction model, the second Mg2+

ion (Mg2 of Figure 1) in IRK became the primary Mg2+ ion,
which now chelated the γ- and �-phosphates. The other Mg2+

ion (Mg1 in Figure 1) was now situated between the γ- and
R-phosphates.

Our final calculational model of the active site included an
ATP molecule modified from the AMP-PNP molecule, two
Mg2+ ions, the tyrosine residue of the substrate, and eight
residues in the active site: G1005, S1006, K1030, E1047,
D1132, R1136, N1137, and D1150. We also added four water
molecules to coordinate the Mg2+ ions hexagonally. Because
we needed to cut some peptide bonds to separate the active site
region from the rest of the protein, we capped the exposed
N-termini with acetyl groups (CH3CO) and blocked the exposed
C-termini by methylamide groups (NHCH3). The net charge of
Arg and Lys was set to +1, while that of Asp and Glu was set
to -1. Because the crystal structure did not contain hydrogens,
we used the “hbuild” module of CHARMM36 to add them and
then optimize their positions by 200 steps of steepest decent
energy minimization, holding all other atoms fixed. The resulting
reaction model was composed of 279 atoms.

III. Calculation Details

A. Structural Optimization. We optimized the geometry
of the IRK active site model by using the ONIOM model19,20,22-26

in GAUSSIAN03.37 Our ONIOM model consisted of two
layers in which we treated the most important region at the
B3LYP(6-31G*) level and the rest of the system at the
semiempirical PM3 level. The high-level region contained 95
atoms including the phosphate arm of ATP, two Mg2+ ions,
four water molecules, the peptide linkage between G1005 and
S1006, and the side chains, partial or whole, of K1030, E1047,
D1132, R1136, N1137, D1150, and Tyr(P). Assuming that the
crystal structures realistically describe the protein structure well
except at its active site (because of the unnatural AMP-PNP
analogue), we only allowed 66 atoms to move during the
geometry optimization. These atoms included the phosphate arm
of ATP, the two Mg2+ ions, the side chains of R1136, D1132,
and Tyr(P), and the four water molecules. After obtaining an
optimized reactant state, we used the MCD method31 that we
modified to use with the ONIOM model to drive the reactant
to the product (see the details below). We then further refined
the resulting product state by geometry optimization within the
same ONIOM model. The default convergence criteria of
GAUSSIAN0337 were used in these calculations.
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B. Reaction Path. We obtained the reaction path connecting
the reactant and the product states by our modified version of
the MCD method.31 This method speeds up the path search by
using the adiabatic approximation. One first chooses by chemical
intuition a set of active coordinates to drive a reaction from the
reactant to the product. The remaining coordinates only change
adiabatically, i.e., they are energy minimized at each fixed value
of the reaction coordinate. To identify the reaction coordinate,
defined in terms of the active coordinates, the method looks
for a path associated with minimum work. Starting with the
reactant, it first calculates the forces and an approximate Hessian
matrix by quantum mechanics and then uses them in a Taylor’s
series expansion to compute quickly the energy change when
the reactant is moved in many different directions toward the
product. The direction that leads to the slowest energy rise (when
the reaction is going uphill) or to the quickest energy drop (when
the reaction is going downhill) is chosen. The method repeats
this until the product is reached. We have extended this MCD
method to use the ONIOM approach so that the most important
region can be treated with a higher level theory while the less
important regions are described with lower level theories
(quantum or classical). This has allowed us to construct larger
active site models.

To use this method effectively, one needs to choose a good
set of active coordinates such that the adiabatic approximation
holds. One does not know beforehand which degrees of freedom
are best to include but we have found a useful strategy. We
first started with the minimum number of degrees of freedom
based on chemical intuition. For example, in the phosphorylation
reaction of protein kinases, the hydroxyl oxygen of the side
chain of a serine, threonine, or tyrosine residue attacks the
γ-phosphate of ATP to bond with it eventually. Simultaneously,
the bond between the γ-phosphorus and its bridging oxygen to
the �-phosphate breaks. One can first start with these two clearly
essential degrees of freedom to perform a reaction path search.
When we did this, the energy curve was not smooth but with a
jump, suggesting that other degrees of freedom coupled tightly
with the above two such that the adiabatic approximation did
not work well when they were not included in the active
coordinates.

To find additional essential degrees of freedom to include,
we identified thosesexcluding the soft degrees of freedom, such
as reorientation of side chains, which could still be reasonably
treated within the adiabatic approximationsthat changed the
most in converting from the reactant to the product or vice versa.
From this analysis, we added two more degrees of freedom to
describe the observed proton transfer between the tyrosine OH
group and the conserved aspartate side chain (see the reactant
and product columns in Table 1). These were the distance
between the hydrogen of the tyrosine OH group and the aspartate
side chain and the distance associated with the tyrosine O-H
bond which significantly increased beyond the bonding value
as the result of proton transfer. Recent studies of cAPK predicted
a similar mechanism.35,38-40 After adding these two degrees of
freedom, we obtained a smoother energy profile with a lower
activation barrier (see Section IV.C). Thus, a strategy to iden-
tify reaction path with this method is to first start with the
minimum number of active coordinates based on chemical in-
tuitionsO�,γ-Pγ and Pγ-OTyr(P) distances in this examplesthen
identify other hard degrees of freedom that change significantly
from the reactant to the productssuch as those involving bond
breaking and bond formationsadd them to the active coordi-
nates, and redo the path search.

During the final reaction path search with the MCD method
including the four active coordinates, the adiabatic optimization
was stopped when the maximum force fell below 0.01 au and
the maximum displacement below 0.3 au, as recommended by
ref 31. We limited the total change of the four active coordinates
to less than 0.15 Å in each search step to reduce numerical
errors.

IV. Results and Discussions

A. Reactant Structure. ATP and Tyr(P) on the substrate
were in near-attack position in the optimized reactant state (see
Figure 2). The Pγ-O�γ bond length measured 1.82 Å, which
matched well with Pauling’s estimate of 1.73 Å.41 The
ATP-substrate alignment angle, O�,γ-Pγ-OTyr(P), was 159.84°
and the distance between Pγ and OTyr(P) spanned 3.27 Å,
shortened from its value of 3.93 Å in the initial reactant model
before geometry optimization. The near-attack position between
ATP and Tyr(P) also resulted from further extension of the
phosphate arm and the rotation of the phenolic ring during
geometry optimization.

The conserved Asp1132 in the active site formed a hydrogen
bond with the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P), suggesting its potential
role as a catalytic base. As the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P) ap-
proached the γ-phosphorus of ATP, the CA-CB-CG-OD1
dihedral angle of Asp1132 changed significantly from 16.93°
in the crystal structure to -31.28° in our optimized model of
the reactant state.

The conserved Arg1136 in the active site of tyrosine kinases
is believed to play a critical role in holding ATP and Tyr(P)
together in a near-attack position for reaction.32 We observed
this in the optimized reactant structure, which appeared to be
stabilized by a network of hydrogen bonds among Arg1136,
Asp1132, the γ-phosphate of ATP, and the tyrosine residue of
the substrate.

The two Mg2+ ions are thought to play important roles in
phosphoryl transfer by screening the negative charges on ATP
and orienting the γ-phosphate to better interact with Tyr(P) of

Figure 2. Optimized structure of the reactant. Selected hydrogen bonds
and bonds to Mg2+ are shown as dotted black lines. See the reactant
column in Table 1 for further geometric features. The coloring scheme
is the same as that in Figure 1.
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the substrate. In the optimized reactant structure (Figure 2), they
were hexagonally coordinated to the oxygens on the phosphate
arm of ATP, on the side chains of Asn1137 and Asp1150, and
on the four water molecules. The primary Mg2+ ion (Mg1) that
chelated the �- and γ-phosphates was coordinated to the two
oxygen atoms on Asp1150 and to the oxygens of two water
molecules (Mg · · ·O ) 2.0-2.3 Å). These two water molecules
(w1 and w2) also hydrogen bonded to the oxygens of the
γ-phosphate and on the side chain of Glu1047, respectively.
The latter water (w2) was observed in the crystal structure of
IRK. This magnesium ion situated a bit further away from
Asp1150 than from its other four ligands (see Table 1). The
secondary Mg2+ ion (Mg2) coordinated to a terminal oxygen
of the γ-phosphate, the bridging oxygen between the �- and
γ-phosphates, the oxygens on the side chain of Asn1137 and
Asp1150, and to two water molecules (Mg · · ·O ) 2.0-2.2 Å).
Instead of chelating to the R-phosphate directly, Mg2 interacted
with the R-phosphate via a water (w3) molecule, which was
also observed in the crystal structure of IRK.

B. Product Structure. In the active site of IRK, both the
γ-phosphate of ATP and Asp1136 sat next to the hydroxyl group
of Tyr(P). Thus, protonation of either one of them by the
hydroxyl group was possible, leading to different intermediate
or product states. The preferred reaction scheme should be one
that gives a lower reaction barrier. Our MCD calculations using
two and then four active coordinates (see Section III.B) showed
that the proton of the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P) transferred more
easily to a side-chain oxygen of Asp1136 than to a phosphate
oxygen.

As shown in Figure 3, Tyr(P) on the substrate was phospho-
rylated in the product state. The O�γ-Pγ and Pγ-OTyr(P) distances
were 3.10 and 1.80 Å, respectively (see Table 1). The oxygen
(OD2) on Asp1136 was protonated and the CA-CB-CG-OD1
dihedral angle of Asp1136 measured -10.94°, which differed
from its value of -17.61° in the reactant. The hydrogen bond
interactions between Asp1132 and Tyr(P) were retained,

although the OD1132-OTyr(P) distance increased by about 0.1 Å
in comparison to that in the reactant.

Arg1136 still hydrogen bonded to the γ-phosphate with a
distance of 2.82 Å, similar to that in the reactant. The hydrogen
bond to Asp1132 also remained but the donor-acceptor distance
increased by 0.15 Å from the reactant to 2.81 Å in the product.

Both Mg2+ ions remained hexagonally coordinated in the
product state with similar metal-ligand distances as in the
reactant. The bridging oxygen between �- and γ-phosphates,
O�γ, moved closer to Mg2 after the release of the γ-phosphate
and their separation distance decreased by 0.24 Å in comparison
to that in the reactant. The distances between Mg2 and its other
oxygen ligands experienced less pronounced changes. Again,
we observed the indirect interactions between Mg2 and an
oxygen on the R-phosphate via a water molecule (w3).

Table 2 lists active site heavy atoms that displaced more than
0.2 Å in converting from the reactant to the product. The
γ-phosphorus atom showed the largest movement of 1.30 Å.
The oxygen atoms on the γ-phosphate changed a bit less, about
0.74-0.90 Å. The side chain of Arg1136 followed the motion
of the γ-phosphate and its nitrogen atoms shifted by more than
0.25 Å. Atoms on the �-phosphate only displaced by 0.25-0.40
Å. The R-phosphate experienced significantly less movement
as it was further away from the reaction center. The side chain
of Tyr(P), which gained a phosphate group, moved quite a bit.
The hydroxyl oxygen moved by about 0.35 Å. One oxygen
(OD1) on Asp1132, which formed a hydrogen bond with
Arg1136, moved by 0.23 Å. The other oxygen (OD2), which
abstracted a proton from Tyr(P), moved only 0.06 Å (not shown
in Table 2). The secondary Mg2+ ion moved by 0.24 Å. In
contrast, the primary Mg2+ ion moved by only 0.20 Å.
Following the movement of the magnesium ions and the
phosphate arm of ATP, four structural water molecules expe-
rienced displacement of the order of 0.25-0.6 Å.

When we re-evaluated the total energy of the reactant and
the product with the larger 6-31+G* basis set, we found the
reactant to be more stable by 2.16 kcal/mol. From kinetic
measurements, in which a substrate peptide containing a Asn
instead of an Asp at position (P-1) was used, Ablooglu et al.
estimated a free energy difference between the reactant and the
product to be 1.4 kcal/mol favoring the product.17 The difference
between our calculation and experiment might result from the
different substrates used or/and from the uncertainty of the
calculations.

C. Reaction Path and Transition State. With the optimized
reactant and the product structures at hand, we used the MCD
method31 to find a low-barrier reaction path connecting the
reactant and the product, in order to understand the sequence

Figure 3. Optimized structure of the product. Selected hydrogen bonds
and bonds to Mg2+ are shown as dotted black lines. See the product
column in Table 1 for further geometric features. The coloring scheme
is the same as that in Figure 1.

TABLE 2: Displacement (Å) of Non-Hydrogen Atoms in the
Active Site Resulting from the Phosphoryl Transfer Reaction

residue atom displacement residue atom displacement

ATP Pγ 1.30 NE 0.25
Oγ3 0.90 CD 0.24
Oγ2 0.77 Tyr(P) OH 0.35
Oγ1 0.74 CE2 0.33
O�2 0.50 CZ 0.26
OR,� 0.30 CD2 0.24
O�1 0.30 MG2 MG 0.24
OR2 0.29 D1132 OD1 0.23
P� 0.28 w1 OH2 0.60
O�,γ 0.24 w4 OH2 0.47

R1136 NH1 0.58 w3 OH2 0.36
NH2 0.36 w2 OH2 0.25
CZ 0.34 MG1 MG 0.20
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of structural changes occurring in the phosphate transfer
reaction. As long as the minimum energy path is smooth and
continuous, the structure corresponding to the maximum energy
along the reaction path provides a good approximation to the
TS, and its energy relative to the reactant or the product states
offers an estimate to the associated reaction barrier.42,43 As
mentioned earlier, we started off with two active coordinates
but found that four were more appropriate, i.e., O�γ-Pγ (R1),
Pγ-OTyr(P) (R2), O-HTyr(P) (R3), and HTyr(P)-OD1132 (R4)
distances. We drove the reaction forward (from the reactant to
the product) and backward (from the product to the reactant)
and found the energy profile of the backward reaction to be
smoother and gave a lower reaction barrier as depicted in Figure
4a. In the figure, the reactant and product corresponded to rc )
0 and rc ) 1, respectively. The maximum energy along the
reaction path shown in Figure 4a occurred at rc ≈ 0.55 and the
associated structure approximately characterized the TS. We
fully optimized the nonactive coordinates to obtain the struc-
ture of the TS (see Table 1) and found its energy to be higher
than that of the reactant by ∼14.2 kcal/mol when calculated at
the B3LYP/6-31+G* levelsthis gave an estimate of the reaction
barrier.

The progress of the four active coordinates illustrated in
Figure 4b provided atomistic insights into the reaction mech-
anism. As the reaction proceeded from the reactant to the
product, the O�γ-Pγ (R1) and O-HTyr(P) (R3) distances in-
creased, while the Pγ-OTyr(P) (R2) and HTyr(P)-OD1132 (R4)
distances decreased. The progress of R3 and R4 suggested that
proton transfer from the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P) to Asp1132
was synchronous with the phosphotransfer. The structure of the
TS, occurring at the peak of the reaction path (see Table 1),
was nearly symmetric at the γ-phosphate with respect to the
leaving terminal oxygen of ADP and the entering hydroxyl
group of Tyr(P). The O�γ-Pγ and Pγ-OTyr(P) distances amounted
to about 2.41 and 2.32 Å, respectively. On the basis of Pauling’s
formula suggested by Mildvan,4,41 this TS was 93% and 90%
dissociative with respect to the leaving (ADP) and the entering
groups [hydroxyl group of Tyr(P)], respectively. For compari-
son, a previous theoretical investigation on the cAPK catalytic
system yielded a TS that was about 87% dissociative with
respect to the entering hydroxyl group of Ser(P).40 Finally, we
found the hydrogen bond between Arg1136 and the γ-phosphate
to remain intact in the TS but appeared weakened a bit as

reflected by their larger separation of 2.86 Å in comparison to
those of the reactant and the product (see Table 1).

V. Conclusions

In summary, we have built a model for the active site of the
IRK system for studying its catalytic mechanism of phosphate
transfer. Because the crystal structure of the transition state
analogue (pdb code 1IR3) did not appear to mimic the transition
state well, we used the crystal and computational structures from
other protein kinases as a guide to obtain a better structural
model. The main modification was the repositioning of the
γ-phosphate of ATP to adopt a near-attack position for reaction.
We then obtained refined structures of the reactant complex and
the product by geometry optimization using a quantum me-
chanical model containing nearly 300 atoms. When tracing the
reaction path between the reactant and the product using a
multiple coordinate-driven method, we found a reaction barrier
of about 14 kcal/mol. Although we were not aiming to obtain
fully quantitative agreement with experiment because of various
approximations employed in the calculations, this activation
barrier is in line with the experimental estimate of 15 kcal/mol.
(Using a smaller 3-21G basis set in the calculations gave a
similar activation barrier, within 1 kcal/mol, and comparable
structural changes (data not shown)). The reaction mechanism
suggested by our computational study was similar to that found
in the cyclic AMP-dependent serine/threonine kinase, indicating
that some serine/threonine and tyrosine proten kinases might
share a similar mechanism. Specifically, analyzing the structural
change along our calculated reaction pathway suggested that
the reaction went through a dissociative transition state and the
proton on the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P) on the peptide substrate
transferred to the nearby conserved Asp1131 in concert with
the phosphoryl transfer reaction. In addition, Arg1136 appeared
to stabilize the active site by being part of a hydrogen bonding
network involving the γ-phosphate of ATP, the conserved
Asp1136, and the hydroxyl group of Tyr(P).
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Figure 4. The reaction path obtained from the MCD method using four active coordinates. (Reactant at left) (a) Energy profile from
B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations. The structures (opaque squares) produced by the MCD calculations were only partially optimized for the
nonactive coordinates. Stars (*) denote the reactant (R), the transition state (T), and the product (P) whose nonactive coordinates were fully
optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. (b) Progress of the four active coordinates: O�γ-Pγ (R1), Pγ-OTyr(P) (R2), OTyr(P)-HTyr(P) (R3), and
HTyr(P)-OD1132 (R4) as a function of the reaction coordinate.
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